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The Dragon Age: Origins Main Story is good, not great, but there is a lot of dungeon crawling to be
done. There are many side quests. If you have played the game I would recommend the side quests,

as it is a lot of fun to go back and make progress. It is well worth the price of admission to do the
side quests, as they can be faster than the main story. Dragon Age: Origins is the first game in the
Dragon Age series. What would BioWare have been if they had kept the same name, and called it
Dragon Age 3 or something? Dragon Age 2 is a good sequel to Dragon Age: Origins. The character

classes have been improved and their powers more refined. The story is interesting and the world is
more engaging than the original Dragon Age game. The combat is still simple, but has been

improved with the use of quick time events, items that can be used outside of combat, and party
spells. BioWare has included so many customization options, that no matter how they look, they
should still look like a DA:O Warden. If you want a place where you can unlock everything from

weapons to spells, you will want to play the original DA:O game and this one is the perfect add-on. If
you have played DA:O and are not interested in fighting a war, but still want to run around with the
Warden and help out, then there is no reason not to play this enhanced version of the game. DA:O

Ultimate Edition will also be compatible with all future Dragon Age games. Before you decide
whether or not you want to buy the DAO Ultimate Edition, make sure you have a blast playing

Dragon Age: Origins first. There is no point in buying this version if you don't like the original. There
are similarities in the basic game, and if you enjoy the original DA:O, then you'll appreciate the

content in this version. This is not a must have, unless you are a hardcore DA:O fan.
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